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Abstract 
In this note we give a sense to certain kinds of distribution 6(k)(P + i0 - m 2 ) using essentially the causal version of the 
distribution Bochner (cf. Trione, 1976). As a consequence we obtain the convolution products of distributions 6{k)(P ~: i0). 
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I. Introduction 
Let x ---- (X l ,X2 , . . .  ,Xn) be a point of  the n-dimensional Euclidean ~n. Consider a nondegenerate 
quadratic form in n variables of  the form 
2 2 . . . .  X 2 P ~- P (x )  = x~ 2f_ . . .  A V Xp - Xp+ 1 - p+q, (1 .1 )  
where n = p + q. 
The distributions (m 2 + P + i0) ~ are defined by 
(m 2 + p 4- i0) )~ _- limn(m2 + P + iEIxl2/-, (1.2) 
0 
where c > 0, m is a positive real number, 2 is a complex number and 
2 2 (1.3) Ix] ~ = x, + . . .  + x.. 
It is useful to state an equivalent definition of  the distribution (m 2 q- P + i0)< In this definition 
the following distributions appear: 
{ (m2 + P)~" if m2 +P~>O' (1.4) 
(m2 q- P)+ = 0 i f  m 2 + P < 0 
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and 
{( -mZ-P)  ;~ if m2 +P~<O, 
(mi+p)~ = 0 i fm 2+P>O.  
From [2, p. 566], we have, 
(m 2 q- P + i0)/~ : (m 2 q- P)+ + e+;-~i(m 2 4- P);< 
The distribution (P 4-i0) ;~ is defined by 
(P + iO) ;~ = limo(P + ielxl2)< 
0 
where e > O, 2 a complex number and [xt 2 is defined by 1.3. 
l k ,k  0,1,2 . . . . .  The distributions (P 4-i0);" have poles at the points 2 = -~n-  = 
From [4, p. 276, Formulae (2) and (2')], we have 
(P 4- i0);" = P+ + e±;~iP;_, 
where 
p~_ = { P; i fP~>O, 
0 i fP<O 
and 
p;. = ~ (-P);~ if P ~< 0, 
- [ 0 i fP  > 0. 
We note that (cf. [2, p. 566]), the following result is valid: 
Res(m2 + P)+ _ ( -1 )k - I  6(k--l)( m2 + P)  
;~=-k (k - 1 )! 
and 
Res(m 2 + P)~ = l~5(k-l)(m2 4- P). 
2=--k 
From (1.4) and (1.5) we have 
and 
( -m 2 - P);2 = (m 2 + P)+ 
(_m 2 _ P)+ = (m 2 4- P)~. 
Putting p = 0 in (1.11)-(1.14) and considering (1.1) and (1.3) we have 
{_ 1)/c-I 
Res (m : -  Ix12)+ - : -  jxl ), 
AV,!I i t  - ~ )~ 
1 ~(k_l)(m 2Re_s (m 2-  Ix[2)  2 - = E " - ]x l2 ) '  
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- m )+ = (m 2 Ix]2)':_, 
(IX] 2 - -  m2)~ __-- (m 2 __ Ixl~)~_. 
From (1.15) and (1.16), and considering the formula 
(-1 y 
Res F(z )  -- - -  [3, p. 344] :=~ {! 
/=0.  1.2. 
we have 
(m 2 -  Ixl2)~_ -1 
(~(k)(m2 - - IX[  2) = l im 
~-k  F(~) 
and 
__ X2  a--1 ( m2 It  )- 
6(k)(m 2 --IX] z) = (--1) e lim 
~-~-* V(~) 
k=O,  1,2 . . . . .  
From (1.20) and (1.21), and considering (1.17)-(1.19) we have 
(m 2 - ]x]2)~ -I
6(~)(m 2 - Ixl  2) = lim 
• -~-k V(~) 
lim (txl2 - m2)~--I 
= ( -1  )k6~k)(Ixl2 -- m2),  








2. The Four ie r  t rans form of 6(k)(]x[ 2 -m 2) 
From [1, p. 52, Formula 10] we have 
1 ~( (n -  2 )/2)+#+ 11 {(a  2 - -  Ixl2Y} A = lyl-U-(./2)2UF(lu + . j .  o((.-2)/2)+,+,(aly]) 
if 0 < Ixl < a and Re(/O > - 1, where 





ly] 2 = y~ + y~ +. . -  + y]. (2.3) 
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From (1.22) and (1.20), and considering (2.1) and (2.2) we have 
{6¢*~(Ix? - m~)}  A 
On the other hand, 
= ( - -1 )  k {~5(k)(m 2 _ ]x[2)} A 




= ( -  1 )k ~-.lim-k 2n/------5-- 
(½(-mlyl)) 2j 
Z j! r(½n+~+j)" 
j>O 
1 1 
lim = if n is odd. 
• --+-* r ( ln  + ~ +j )  r (~n - k + j )  
For n even we have two cases: 
1 1 
1 k>0,  (a) lim = 1 k+j )  ¢0  if 5n -  ~-~-, r(½n + ~ +j )  r(sn- 
' + J )=r (1  (b) lim 1 = lim s in (sn+~ 1 
~-k  F(½n + ~ +j )  ~-~-k rt - 5n - ~ - j )  
1 r (1 -  5n- j+k)  
and 
7~ 
1 =0 if k~sn+j .  
In (2.7) we used the formula 
7~ 
F(z)F(1 - z ) -  sinz~ [3, p. 344] 
From (2.4) and considering (2.5)-(2.7) we have 
{6(*)(Ixl 2 - m2)} A = (-1)kin "-2k-2 
2½" 
sin (½n + j -  k) rt 
For n even, we have 
(a) {b(e)(]x] 2 - mE)} A = 
( - ly l  2)jm 2j 
j~>O 
(-- 1 )kmn-2k-2 
(b )  {6~*)(Ixl 2 - mZ)} ~ = 
2'" 
( -  1 )kmn-2k-2 
2(n/2) 
if n is odd 
( - ly l  2)ymv 
j~>O 
1 if k < ~n 
( - ly[  2 )Jm 2j 
22 j j !F (½n-~-_  k ) if k >>.½n 
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3. The distribution 6(k)(P + i0 - m 2) 
In this paragraph we give a meaning to distribution 6(k)(P + i 0 -  m 2) using essentially the causal 
version of the distribution Bochner (cf. [6]). 
From [6, p. 319, Formula (1.14)] we have 
• 2 ~ A { T(P -}- i0, 2)} A = e q:qm/2 {T(Ixl, Z ) } o , (3.1) 
where T(P ± i0, 2) is a temperate distribution and the symbol which appears on the right-hand side 
has the following meaning: first, we evaluate the Fourier transform of T(Ixl 2, 2) and then we replace 
ly[ 2 by (Q q: i0). 
From (1.22) and using (3.1) we can give meaning to the expression 
• 2 A 
e q:qrn/2 {6 k)(Ixl 2 - m )}{yle,.._,Oqzio , (3.2) 
which means: first we evaluate the Fourier transform of 6(k)(lx] 2 - m 2) and then we replace ]y[2 by 
O q: i0. 
We can define (3.2) as the Fourier transform of 6(k)(P + i0 - m2). 
Therefore, one has the following formula: 
• 2 A {6(k)(P + i0 - m2)}  A = e q:qm/2 {6(*) ( ]x]  2 - m )}lylZ~Qq:io. (3.3) 
From (3.3) and considering (2.9)-(2.11) we have 
( -  1)kin "-2k-2 ( -  1)J(Q q: i0)J(m) 2j (3.4) 
2n/2 e:qZqru/2 Z 2-~).j.~ ~-~5 -~jj. 7 ~- ) , 
j>~o 
{6~*)(P ± i0 - m2)}  A = 
if n is odd, 
{6(k)(P 4- i0 - m2)} A = 
l and if n is even and k < 5n 
{6{*)(P 4- i0 - m2)}  A = 
if n is even and k>~ ½n. 
On the other hand, from (1.8) 
(P + i0); = (P - i0); = P; 
and from [7], we have 
{U6} A=( -1) :Q  y, 
( -  1 )kmn-2k-2 (-- 1 )J(Q q: i0)/(m) 2j 
j>~O 
(--1)kmn-2k-2eTq~i/2 k ( -1 ) J (Q  q: i0)J(m) v 
2 "/2 22 j j  ! F(½n +j  - k) ' j=k--(n/2)+l 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
when 2=j ,  j=0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  (3.7) 
2 2 2 where Q = Q(y)  = y~ + . . .  + yp - yp+l . . . . .  yp+q and 
L ,= { O 2 0 2 9 2 ~2 ) r 
ex -Ox2+--7, . . . .  aX +q 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
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From (3.4) - (3 .6)  and considering formulae (3.7) and (3.8) we have 
{6(k)(p -4- iO - m2)} A (-- 1)km"-2k-2 LJ6rn2J 
= 2./2 e q:q=i/2 Z22 j j ! r (½nq_ j _k )  ' 
j>~o 
i f  n is odd, 
{6(k)(P 4- iO - m2)} A = 
1 and if n is even and k < 5n 
{6(k)(P + iO - m2)}  A = 
i f  n is even and k>~ ½n. 
{ }A ( -  1 )kmn-2k-2 L J bm 2j 
2,,/2 e q:qrti/2 ~-~22; j !V (½n+j_k)  , 
j~>0 
( -  1 )kmn-2k-2 LJ~m 2j 
2 "/2 eq:qrti/2 22J j! F(½n +j  - k) 
j=k )+1 
Then, from (3.10)- (3.12) ,  we conclude the fol lowing formulae for 6(k)(P + i 0 -  m2):  
L J fm2J 
3(k)(P ± iO - m 2) = (--1)kmn-2k-2X "/2 e q:qTti/2 
~>0 22j j !F(½n + j - k) 
1 and if  n is odd and for n even if  k < ~n 
6(k)(P -4- iO - m 2 ) = ( -  1 )kmn-Zk-Z~n/Zeq:qni/2 LJ6m2J 
1 +j  k)' j=k-(./2)+l 22J J! F( in - 






4. Application of the basic formula (3.14) 
1 1 in (3.14) we have Putting # = j - k + ~n - 
( -  1 )klan/2 m2/ L/ +k-("/2)+1 
6(k)(P + iO - m 2) - 22k_,+ 2 e q:qni/2 Z 22/(~ + k - ' {6} 
r~>0 5n + 1)W! 
for n even and k ~> ½n. 
From (4.1) for m 2 = 0 we have 
6(k)(P 4- iO) = 
( -  1 )kl~n/2eTqni/2 
22k-n+2(k- in + 1 
Lk-(n/2)+l {~}, 
i f  n even and k ~.- in. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
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In particular, from (4.2) taking into account that n = p + q we have 
( -  1 )q /2 (_  1 )kn,/2 L k-("/2)+ 1 {c5}, (4.3) 
6(k)(P + i0) = 22k_,+z( k _ (n/2) + 1 )! 
i p and q are even and k >~ in. 
We know from [4, p. 279] that the following formulae are valid: 
( _  1)q/2 ~n/2  Lk+l-½n(~, (4.4) 
( -  1 )k f(k)(P+ ) -- 6(k)(P_ ) = 4k+l_(,/Z)(k + 1 -- 2n)! 
for n even, p and q both are even and k>~½n- 1. Where P+ is defined by (1.9) and P;_ by (1.10). 
From (4.3)-(4.4), we arrive at the following theorem: 
Theorem. Let the nonnegative integer k be such that k ~, 5n - 1 and n even dimension o f  the space. 
Then the fol lowing formula is valid: 
6(k)(P + i0) -- {6(k)(P+) + e+~i(k+l)f(k)(P_)}, (4.5) 
i f  p and q both are even. 
In fact, from (4.4) we have 
( -1 )k ( -  1)q/2~'/2 Lk-('/2)+16 (4 .6 )  
6(k) (P+)-  (--1)k(~(k)(P-)= 4k+l-~"(k- -- 5nl + 1)! 
for p and q even. 
From (4.6) and considering (4.2), we have 
6(k)(P+) - ( -  1 )kf(k)(P_ ) = 6(k)(P + iO) (4.7) 
for k ~> ½n-  l, n even, p and q even. 
From (4.7) we obtain 
6(k)(P 4- iO) = {6(k)(P+) + e+'i(k+l)f(k)(P_)}. (4.8) 
Formula (4.8) coincides with (4.5). 
Putting 
l s=k-~n+l ,  (4.9) 
formula (4.5) can be rewritten as 
(~(s+(n/2)--l)(p 4- iO )  ---- {(~(s+(n/2)-l)(p+ ) q_ e±,i(~+,/2)6(s+(,/2)-l)(p_ ))  (4. lO) 
for s = O, 1 ,2 , . . . .  p and q both are even and n even. 
In particular, if n = 4 from (4.10) we have 
2 4 ±iO) (~(s+I ) (x~ + X  - -  X 2 - -  X  
= {5 (~+') ((x~ + x22 - x 2 - x42)+) + (-1)ss(s+,)((x~ + x22 - x 2 - x42)_) } (4.11) 
for s = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . .  
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Finally, putting s = 0 in (4.11 ) we have 
8'(x~ + x~ - x~ - x4 ~ + io)  : {8' ((x~ + x~ - x~ - x~)+) + 8' ((x~ + x~ - x~ - x4~)_) } (4.12) 
5. The convolution product of 8(k)(P + i0) • 8(/)(P + i0) 
1 1 , (>1 Theorem. Let n be the dimension of  the space, k, ( positive integer such that k >~ in - in - 1, 
then the following formula is valid: 
8(k)(P + i0) • 8{t)(P -4- i0) = Mq, n,/,iS(k+e-(n/Z)+l)(P :]: i0) (5.1) 
for n even, where 
)! e~qni/27zn/Z(k + [ - in + 1 
1 1 )! ( -1 )  {"n)-I (5.2) 
Mq,,,,~,i : ([ _ i n + 1)[ (k -  in + 1 
In the proof of this theorem we will use the following lemma. 
Lemma. Under the same hypothesis of  the theorem, we get 
L k-("n)+l {6(x)} • L e-{"/z)+' {8(x)} = L k+I-{"/2)+1-{"/2)+1 {8(x)}, (5.3) 
where U is the n-dimensional ultrahyperbolic operator iterated r times defined in (3.9). 
Proof. L k-{n/2)+l {8(x)} is a distributional of the class O'c, where Q' is the space of rapidly decreasing 
distributions (cf. [5, p. 244]) and considering the classic theorem of Schwartz ([5, p. 268 Formula 
(IV.8.5)]) we conclude the validity of the following formulae: 
{Lk-(n/2'+l{8(X)}* L/-(n/2)+l{8(x)}} A :  {Lk-(n/2)+l{8(X)}} A {L/-(n/2'+l{8(X)}} A . (5.4) 
Here A designates the Fourier transform: 
= f f (x)  e-i(x'y)dx' (5.5) 
~n 
where (x,y) = xlyl  + ' ' "  + x, yn. 
Replacing formula (3.10) into (5.5), we obtain 
}A 1)k_(n/2)+lQk_(n/2)+l( 1)/_(~/2)+loe_{~/2)+ 1 {L k-("/2)+' {6(x)} • L '~-("n)+1 {6(x)} = ( -  - . (5.6) 
From (5.6) and considering Eq. (1.8) and the property 
(Q ± i0)*~(Q ± i0) ~ = (Q + i0) *-+" (5.7) 
([7, p. 23, formula (3.1)]) for 2, # and 2 + # # - in - r ,  r= 0,1,2. . . ,  we have 
{L k-{"n)+' {6(x)} • L ,-("/2)+' {6(x)} } A = ( -  1 )k-(n/2)+, (_  1 ),-{nn)+l(_ 1),-{,/2)+, Q,.-(,/2)+,. (5.8) 
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From (5.8) and considering (3.10), we have 
From (5.9) we conclude 
{t  k-(n/2)+l {~(x)}  *L  '-(n/2)+l {~(x)}  } = L k+/-(n/2)+l-(n/2,+l {6(x)}.  
(5.9) 
(5.1o) 
Proof of the theorem. From (4.2) and considering (5.3), we have 
~(k)(e -1- i0) * ~(~)(P -4- i0) = Aq,n,k, iAq, n,/,i Lk-(n/2)+l {t~} • L/-(n/2)+l {t~} 
~-- Aq, n,k, iAq, n,/,i Lk+/-(n/2)+l-(,/2)+t {6}, (5.1 1 ) 
where 
(-- 1 )r eq:qzi/2~n/2 
(5.12) 1 Aq ..... i 22r--n+Z(r -- 2n + 1)! 
fo r r=k  andr=( .  
From (5.11 ) and considering (4.2), we have 
6(k)(p -4- i0) • 6(e)(P 4- i0) = mq'n'k'iAq'n'/'i 6(k+/-(n/2y+l)(p 4- i0) (5.13) 
mq, n,k+/-(n/2)+l,i 
1 1 and (~> l 1. for n even, k and { integer such that k/> in - in -  
Considering (5.12) we obtain 
Aq,n,k, iAq, n/,i ( -- 1 )ke~:q~i/27zn/2 (-- 1 )/ eqZqni/2~ n/2 
z 
Aq, n,k+/_(n/2)+l, i 22k-n+2(k -- ½n + 1)! 22/-~+~(f -- ½n + 1)! 
1 1 22k+z/-n+z-n+Z(k + g -- 5n q- 1 -- in  + 1)! 
x (-- 1 )k+/-(n/2)+l e~qz i /2  7~n/2 
1 1 )! = eq:qni/Zrtn/2(k q- ( -- 2n + 1 - in + 1 (5.14) 
1 1 (#-  5n + 1) ! (k -  5n + 1)! ( -1)  l-{"n)" 
From (5.13) and considering (5.14) we obtain formulae (5.1) and (5.2) of the Theorem. 
In particular, if q and p are even from (5.1) and (5.2), we have 
6(k)(p 4- i0) * 6(r)(P 4- i0) = Cq, n,/,i(~(k+/-(n/2)+l)(P 4- i0), (5.15) 
where 
l 1 1 )(~/2)-i (-l)q/2n"/2(k + ( -  in + 1 - in + 1)!( -  
)! (k -1  (5.16) Cq'n'f'i : ( ( -  in + 1 in + 1)! 
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